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he Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, at
New York University, is home to the Gallery Space at Wagner.
This collaborative endeavor with NYU’s Steinhardt School of
Culture, Education, and Human Development brings artwork into a
public workspace in an effort to further engage the NYU community
in dialogues on contemporary art and culture.
Since its debut in November 2005, the Gallery Space has hosted
a variety of exciting and innovative exhibits featuring artwork
by both established and emergent artists. Painting, ink drawing,
photography, wall sculpture, paper collage, digital printing and
mixed media are among the multifarious and dynamic disciplines
showcased in this alternative space. The five annual exhibits held
at the gallery are alternately curated by Steinhardt’s Art & Art
Professions faculty Ann Chwatsky and Wagner’s Frankie Crescioni
-Santoni, with assistance by the Gallery Space at Wagner Committee.
Located on the second floor of the historic Puck Building, the
Gallery Space consists of two adjacent walls with display areas
measuring 10 feet wide by 6 feet long and 29 feet wide by 6
feet long. These walls are reserved for the exhibition of artwork
by NYU faculty, staff, students and affiliates, with a primary focus
on fostering partnership and collaboration among the diverse
University constituents.
For more information about the Gallery Space, please contact us at
212. 998. 7400 or via e-mail at www.wagner.gallery@nyu.edu.
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he Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service is
proud to join New York University’s celebration of Asian
Heritage Month by showcasing Made in Vietnam, an alluring
collection of lacquered prints by photographer and NYU alumna
Phuong M. Do. With this intriguing and culturally rich photographic essay, Do delves into complex questions of self-identity and
cultural and geographical displacement by revisiting her parents’
homeland and documenting local nocturnal scenery. Commercial
and residential architecture, city landscapes, and everyday street
life function as subjects to an arresting collection of images that
evocatively captures the dynamic vibrancy of these urban spaces.
The photographs, all taken at twilight or nighttime and primarily
lit by street and window lights, convey a remarkably inviting and
intimate mood despite the strictly public settings. The richness of
Hanoi’s and Ho Chi Minh City’s dark skies set against these beaming artificial lights creates an aura of mystique that transforms
each featured locale into a space with its own narrative.
On one level, some of these images seem predominantly aimed
at capturing the charm of everyday existence and the seemingly
ordinary: the casual by-passers in cây vàng (golden trees); the
locals leisurely eating and playing pool in quận sáu, nhậu (district 6, night snack); the serene food-stand worker in đường vỏ
thị sáu, bắp nóng (vo thi sau avenue, hot corn) (pp. 3, 25, and 30,
respectively). Yet other photographs—albeit their chromatic brilliance and compositional beauty—are more anchored in their
socio-economical commentary, subtly revealing the imprints of
the country’s former political turmoil and war-filled past. One
example is bệnh viện chợ rẫy, sân trong, the aerial shot of the Cho
Ray Hopital’s courtyard (p. 5). In this frame one can distinguish
hospital visitors resting and sleeping on the floor in the outdoors
area. However, what may not to be so apparent to viewers is that
these people are in all likelihood in between shifts from caring for
hospitalized relatives who cannot afford the few hospital units
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nurses. And in the exuberant cảnh ngoài xưởng điêu khắc của ông hoài (view
from mr. hoai sculpture studio), the image’s rich textures and romantic hues
momentarily distracts from the fact that it features a highly deteriorated
apartment building (p. 7). The apartments used to be exclusively available to
communist party members.
While each photograph in the Made in Vietnam series tells its own anonymous
story (after all, everyone captured by Do’s lens is unknown to her), the collection as a whole may be viewed as a revisionist study for the artist—a glimpse
into her own story as a Vietnamese American. Indeed, this project is deeply
rooted in Do’s personal history, which is in turn the history of her family as
refugees. Born in Seno, Laos, to Vietnamese parents, Do came to the United
States at age 11 when her immediate family relocated to Denver, Colorado, in
July 1975, three months after the U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam. Other relatives migrated to France, and today Do’s family is spread between Vietnam,
France, and the United States. Although this is not an unusual circumstance
for many Vietnamese families, the trauma of separation as consequence of
war marked the artist’s life and work in both subtle and overt ways.
After almost ten years working in the Asian-Pacific immigrant and refugee
field, Do left her work as an activist and social worker to explore her experience of displacement. Motivated by a deep desire to understand a place
and culture that, while defining her personal history, had remained largely
unknown to her, she visited Vietnam for the first time in 1998 at age 34.
During that first excursion she visited paternal relatives that she had never met
and photographed the encounters as a way of constructing a visual history
for herself, of making the experience more tangible. Photography became a
fitting medium through which she was able to articulate a re-emergent sense
of identity and an experience of loss that up to that point had remained
elusive. Of this self-exploratory quest Do says, “Vietnam, the country and
geographical location, and Vietnamese, the people and language, have
always existed as an indefinable idea rather than a nation to me. It was my
ambivalent relationship with Vietnam and my citizenship in the U.S. that
drove me to search and locate meanings in the space between the here and
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there.” After that first trip to Vietnam, she continued to photograph relatives
living in France and the U.S.
The works featured in Made in Vietnam were developed during several subsequent trips between 2003 and 2008. She was particularly prolific during a
one-year stretch from 2005 to 2006 when she lived in Vietnam on a Fulbright
grant. It was during this time that she discovered the cultural appeal of lacquering and decided to incorporate the medium into her photographic work
(see below). In fact, Do’s continued exploration of her Vietnamese heritage
is not only revealed in her photographic themes, but also in her decisions to
lacquer her artwork and to utilize local Vietnamese craftsmen in their production. All the prints presented here were mounted onto their lustrous, resincoated panels in Vietnam by a shop that specializes in lacquering objects for
export.
After returning to the United States, Phuong M. Do resumed her immigration
and refugee advocacy work, and her concurrent careers as photographer and
activist have proven mutually influential and affecting. As she observes about
her highly complementary vocations: “My personal experience as a refugee
and my professional work with the refugee and immigrant communities in
the U.S. have informed and anchored my photographic work, and in turn,
my photographic work has helped deepen and broaden my understanding of
universal human experiences—loss, survival, resilience.”
THE LACQUERING TECHNIQUE
Lacquering dates back to China 7000
years. Lacquer is a resin made from a
sap of the Rhus succedanea tree and
its various species, which are native
to East Asia. In Vietnamese, lacquer
paintings are called sơn mài; sơn means
“paint” and mài means “to sharpen or
buff.” It is an arduous process that alternates between multiple applications
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of resin, painting, drying, and buffing. Given its property to seal and
preserve objects, the lacquer technique has been used not only in
paintings but also on decorative
objects such as boxes and furniture,
as well as utilitarian wares such as
vases, bowls, plates and spoons.
Lacquer is also used as an adhesive and coating in mother of pearl and eggshell inlays and carvings.
While living in Vietnam in 2005, Phuong M. Do noticed an abundance of lacquer paintings and artifacts in colorful renditions of cultural representations.
These pieces, while still recognizable as traditional confections, incorporated
distinctively modern colors and shapes influenced by the West. Lacquer was
even used in copies of works by Van Gogh, Monet, and other international
and Vietnamese artists that were sold primarily to tourists.
As Do began to recognize the prevalence of lacquer in Vietnamese culture
and commerce, she also started to examine and discover correlations in
purpose and intent between the lacquering and photographic processes.
Theoretically, because of its properties for preservation and its dual quality as a decorative and functional medium, lacquer could be likened to
photography as an art form of diverse applications. Do recognized that,
like the East Asian resin, photographs can act as both agents for the conservation of imagery and memory and as a format for the production of
commercial, decorative and fine art objects. Inspired by these parallels and
by the ensuing dichotomies that would emerge from combining the two
media—old and new, East and West—Do decided to have her prints of
Vietnam mounted into lacquered panels. The results of this fusion are as
aesthetically appealing as they are culturally significant. Bonded to a piece
of wood and sealed under ten layers of resins, Do’s photographic images
were transformed into esoteric objects that create a visual sensibility of
intermingling cultural contexts.
— P. M. Do & F. Crescioni-Santoni
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huong M. Do was born in 1964
in Seno, Laos, to Vietnamese
parents. She now resides in New
York, where she earned master degrees in
Social Work (Yeshiva University, 1996)
and Studio Art/Photography (NYU’s Steinhardt School of Culture, Education &
Human Development, 2002).

Do’s photography has been featured in
numerous exhibitions both across the
U.S. and internationally, in cities like New
York, Boston, Los Angeles, Shanghai, Bangkok, Manila, Berlin, and
London. Most recently her artwork was selected for the traveling exhibit Changing Identity: Recent Works by Women Artists from Vietnam,
currently on a national tour. In 2004, she was the recipient of a
Fulbright fellowship, which allowed her to travel to Vietnam to further
develop her photographic work.
Over the course of ten years making photographs, Do has continued to
be involved in community work either as a volunteer, board member,
or consultant. She is currently on staff at the Southeast Asia Resource
Action Center (SEARAC) as an organizational development and technical assistance provider. In that post she travels across the U.S. to
provide nonprofit management and leadership training to Cambodian,
Hmong, Lao, and Vietnamese American leaders of local, communitybased organizations.
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The Gallery Space at Wagner and featured artist Phuong M. Do
would like to extend our gratitude to the following for their promotional support:

The Asian/Pacific/American
Institute was established in
1996 in response to student interest combined with the University’s
commitment to global excellence.
It provides a space in which research and public programs with a
focus on community and intercultural studies are made accessible
to faculty, students and the New York community within a broad,
rigorous international and comparative framework. The Institute
recognizes that as the world becomes connected at higher speeds
on a certain level, international cultural connection, translation
and a shared re-imagined space come increasingly into play.
For more information about the Asian/Pacific/American Institute,
please visit: www.apa.nyu.edu/.
The purpose of Asian Heritage Month
is to empower—to appreciate the strength,
honor, beauty, and wisdom of the various
A S I A N
H E R I TA G E
Asian cultures. It is dedicated to unifying
M O N T H
the diverse Asian and Asian American
@ N Y U
groups on campus as well as surrounding
communities. It aims to provide the NYU community with an array
of educational, social, cultural, and political programs that heighten
the awareness of Asian and Asian American issues.
For more information about Asian Heritage Month at NYU, please
visit: www.nyu.edu/clubs/asian.heritage/.
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Exhibition Catalogue:
COVER:

ba mươi tháng tư (april 30th anniversary) | 19.5 x 13.5 in | 2005

Page 03: cây vàng (golden trees) | 12.75 x 19 in | 2005
Page 05: bệnh viện chợ rẫy, sân trong (cho ray hospital, courtyard) |
19 x 15 in | 2003
Page 07: cảnh ngoài xưởng điêu khắc của ông hoài (view from mr. hoai
sculpture studio) | 13.75 x 19.5 in | 2005

Page 08: quận sáu, cây mai (district six, new year trees) | 20 x 12.75 in | 2005
Page 13: hẻm lý văn phức, cột đèn (ly van phuc alley, lamp post) |
12.75 x 19 in | 2005
Page 15: bệnh viện chợ rẫy, cờ đỏ (cho ray hospital, red flag) |
20 x 14.5 in | 2003
Page 16: hẻm lý văn phức, cô gái trong cửa sổ (ly van phuc alley, girl in
window) | 20 x 13.5 in | 2005
Page 18: cảnh sau nhà anh long (view from cousin long’s apartment) |
14 x 19 in | 2005
Page 19: hồ hoàn kiếm (hoan kiem lake) | 12.75 x 19 in | 2005
Page 20: phở/bún bò (beef noodle soup) | 12.75 x 19 in | 2005
Page 21: bánh bao (steamed buns) | 12.75 x 19 in | 2005
Page 22: quầy góc phố (corner stall) | 19.75 x 13 in | 2005
Page 23: hủ tíu (pork noodle soup) | 19 x 12.5 in | 2005
Page 24: rửa xe (motorbike wash) | 29.5 x 20 in | 2005
Page 25: quận sáu, nhậu (district six, night snack) | 19.5 x 13.5 in | 2005
Page 26: cảnh trước mặt nhà (view in front of apartment) |
21.5 x 19.5 in | 2004
Page 27: cảnh sau nhà (view from behind apartment) | 26.75 x 20 in | 2004
Page 28: chủ tịch hồ chí minh (president ho chi minh) | 19 x 15 in | 2005
Page 29: lý thái tổ (emperor ly thai to) | 20 x 13 in | 2005
Page 30: đường vỏ thị sáu, bắp nóng (vo thi sau avenue, hot corn) |
20 x 13 in | 2005
All pieces are lacquered chromogenic prints mounted on wood. For prices and
purchasing information, please contact Phuong M. Do at phuong_m_do@yahoo.com.
Fr ankie
c. Santoni
Design

